
Today, I want to talk to you about debt. If you’re in debt, it may seem like your 

balances aren’t going down month over month, payment after payment. It’s scary 

isn’t it? In my opinion, debt is the biggest thief of joy. You can’t help to wonder if 

you have enough money at the checkout line to pay for groceries and you also 

can’t help to feel a strong case of FOMO (which is Fear of Missing Out) when 

you’re watching your friends post on social media all the fun they are having. 

Many of us have been in this position before and are currently still battling through 

so you are not alone. I recently learned that around six in 10 credit card holders are 

currently carrying a balance on at least one card, according to CreditCards.com, 

meaning millions are paying high interest rates on their debt.  

Now, just because you are in this position currently, it does not mean that you need 

to stay here. I have a tip, or six, that will hopefully get you to think differently and 

get you to the financial freedom you crave.  

Here are seven ways to dig yourself out of debt. 

1. Stop spending at random and make a plan. 

First and foremost, you need to have a plan for your money. This is crucial. If you 

are just bringing money in and spending it at random, you will most likely fail. 

You need to create a budget, even if it’s on a piece of paper that will work as a 

map to let you know where your money needs to go every month. I’ve talked about 

this many times in the past. Try out my personal favorite app EveryDollar which 

uses a Zero Based Budgeting approach. It’s Free in your app store.  

2. Choose a plan — are you a "snowball" or "avalanche" person? 

There are two popular ways that people go about paying off their debt: The 

Avalanche Method and the Snowball Method. With the avalanche method, you list 

your debts from largest to smallest according to their INTEREST RATES not the 

balance. The one at the top with the higher interest rate is the one you attack and 

pay off first as fast as possible while keeping up with minimum monthly payments 

on the others at the same time. This method is mathematically correct as in you’ll 

pay less interest when it is all set and done but if you are looking for motivation I 

personally like the Snowball Method. 



The snowball method relies less on math and more on motivation. Make a list of 

debts from smallest to largest according to their balances. Pay off the smallest debt 

as quickly as possible while making minimum payments on the others. Once a debt 

is paid, snowball that payment into the next debt and get another win! 

Those small wins help you build momentum, like a snowball rolling down a 

mountain. 

3. Cut Spending where possible. 

Don’t go cancelling everything you enjoy because that is obviously no FUN. What 

I am saying here is take inventory of what you actually use and don’t use and cut 

accordingly. The biggest and easiest thing you might be able to cut is your cable. 

With all the streaming options out there, cable really isn’t crucial to have anymore 

and let’s face it; you’re probably on your phone during that episode of The 

Walking Dead anyway.  

4. Resist the urge to blow your tax refund on material things unless you actually 

need to. Instead, pay down your debt.  

5. Be wary of debt consolidation. 

If you see that your local credit union is offering debt consolidation loans and if 

you have the opportunity to transfer high interest debt to a lower rate, I say go for 

it! We here at Triangle offer these loans for this very thing. Who doesn’t like to 

save money wherever possible? BUT remember that this is not paying off your 

debt. It may feel that way when you see $0 dollar balances on your credit card 

statement but all you did was transfer it. You moved it from one account to 

another. It will be tempting to use those credit cards again since you have all this 

available credit. DON’T. Put away your credit cards in a safe place and do not 

bring their balances back up. If you really can’t trust yourself, perform plastic 

surgery and cut them up!  

6. Get one-on-one help from someone you can trust.  

It is hard to ask for help or to let people know you are down on your luck. 

Especially when it comes to money. Look for someone you can trust, a parent or 



sibling or even a close friend. Someone that can help keep you accountable and 

walk with you through this process. While they may not be able to help you by 

magically making your debt go away, they can at least know what you are trying to 

accomplish and do their part by listening and making sure that you continue to 

make progress.   

If you learned something on this episode please consider subscribing and sharing it 

on social media! Chances are that 6 out of your 10 friends could use the tips!  

If you have any additional items that we may have missed or tips that could be 

helpful to other listeners, let us know at tcupodcast@trianglecu.org, or look for 

Triangle on Facebook, Instagram and LinkedIn to let us know what you think or to 

share your thoughts. 

Thanks for listening to today’s Money Tip Tuesday and be sure to check out our 

other tips and episodes on the Making Money Personal podcast. 


